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7 THEORETICAL FORMULATION

Helmholtz [1853] is the first scientist who has provided theoretical foundations
concerning bioelectr.icity by examining the spread of electric currents, arising from
biological sources, through surrounding tissue masses and fluids. Subsequentl/many
theoretical papers have appeared especially in the electrocardiograply liierature
[Hecht 19571. They have been concerned with potential distributions in conductors of
various shapes containing various sources, with techniques for handling this type of
problem including use of the reciprocity principle introduced by Helmholtz ani with
the inverse problem of determining a source (equivalent generator) which could have
given rise to potentials observed on the surfaci of a conductor. Results have been
obtained analytically, numerically, and with the use of models for a rather large
number of configurations including the human torso. One might mention in particuiar
the attempt by Wilson et al. IWilson et al. 1933] to relate external potentials to time-
varying distributions of current sources chosen to represent the spreid of activation in
the heart.

The concept of "quasi static" means that the problem can be treated at any instant of
time as if steady-state conditions are in effect, does not concern our study, in the
sense that the EOG signals have a frequency of usually less than 100 Hz *itfr u OC
corneo-retinal potential as its generator.

7.1 Assumptions

First we note that the current density -r, in regions beyond the site of an action
potential (for the case of EOG signals, the dc current through the retinal layer) is
linearly related to the electric field intensity, E [Schwan and Kay 1956]. Furthermore,
the capacitive component of tissue impedance may be neglected at frequencies below
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several hundreds of Hz of interest to electro-oculographic signals. In addition there is
evidence that pulses with rise times of the order of a microsecond suffer minor
distortion through the tissues, which contain fat and bones [Briller et al. 1966].
Therefore, to a good approximation a region containing no bioelectric sources, such
as points outside of the retinal layer can be assigned a uniform bulk conductivity o so

that;

J=oE

A second important point is that electrotttagttetic tvave

[Geselowitz 1963]. Hence, at each instant the eleclric field
gradient of- an electric scalar potential {D;

E=-VO

JE.n ds:

(7.1)

effecrts can be neglected
can be obtained from the

(1.2)

As a consequence the current at any instant depends only on the sources at that instant
and obey the principle of superposition. The physiological media is considered to be

made up of regions of constant conductivity separated by different interfaces of tissue
levels. Laplace's equation is satisfied by the electric potential function @ in each
region IGeselowitz 1967]:

v2@=o (7.3)

In the cases which will be considered in this study, the fields satisfy Laplace's
equation everywhere and are either discontinuous or have continuous normal
derivatives over some specified region. To accomplish this, we employ duality with
electrostatic fields where the aforementioned discontinuity is known to arise at either
single layer or double layer sources at some surface area S.

7.2 Surface potential distributions

One of the common problems in electrostatics is the determination of electric field or
potential due to a given surface distribution of charges. According to Gauss's law;

Where, q is charge, 6 is
t,ector.

(7.4)

electric field, ds is the unil surface and n is nortnal rtnit

It allows us to write down a partial result directly. If a surface S, with a unit normal n

directed from side I to side 2 of the surface, which has a surface-charge density of

an lo?)etv
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p(x) and electric fields
Then GaLrss's law tells

(Ez-Et).n=4np (.7 .s1

This does not determine E1 and,E2 unless there are no longer sources of field and the
geometry and form p are especially simple. All that (7.5) says is that there is a
discontinuity of 4np in the normal component of electric field in crossing a surface-
charge density p, the crossing being made in the direction of r (Figure 7.1).

The tangential component of electric field can be shown to be continuous across a
boundary surface by using the closed line integral of E around a closed path [Jackson
19751. It is only necessary to take a rectangular path with negligible ends and one
side on either side of the boundary. An expression for the poiential, and hence the
field, by differentiation at any point in space not just at the surface of the source can
be obtained from:

(D (r) = i, lflo'' (1 .6)

In equation 7 .6 prime stands for the source a variable.

FIGURE 7.1 Discontinuity in the normal component of electric field across a surface
layer of charge.

El and E2 on either side of the surface, as shown in Figure 7.1
us that:

l

4nt,,

Fot' volutne or sttrface distributions of charge the potential is everywhere contir.ruous,
even within the charge dislribution. This can be shown I'rorn equation 7.6 with point
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or line charges, or dipole layers, which is the case for the retinal double layer where
the potential is no longer continuous.

7.3 Potential due to a dipole-layer distribution

A dipole can be imagined as being formed by letting the surface S have a charge-
density p(r) on it, and another surface S', laying close to S, having an equal and
opposite surface-charge density on it at neighboring point, as shown in Figure 7.2.

The dipole-layer distribution of strength D(r) is formed by letting S' approach
infinitesimally close to S while the surface-charge density o(r) becomes infinite in
such a manner that the product of p(r) and the local separation d(r) of S and S'
approaclres the lirnit D(r):

lirn p(r) d(r) : D (r)
d(r) -+ 0

(7.7)

The direction of the clrpole nroment of the layer is normal to the surface S and in the
direction going frorn negalive to positive charge.

FIGURE 7.2 Limiting process involved in creating a dipole layer (doublet).

To find the potential due to a dipole layer we can consider a single dipole and then
superpose a surface charge density on them, or we can obtain the same result by
performing mathematically the limiting process described in words above, on the

s'
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surface-density expression 7.6. We proceed with the limiting process. With n the unit
normal to the surface s, directed away from St, as shown in Figure 7.3.

s'-'---.,-

f-nd(/)

0

FIGURE 7.3 Dipole-layer geometry.

The potential due to the two close surfaces is:

o (r) = .L | ,PJ!)' \' / 4nt ts 
lr._ ",1

For small d r,ve can expand
where la << rl:

ll
lr + ul ,/, * tt * 2trr

I _t: -{ tt.Y (- ) +.. .

rr

ttr 1ry = =f- L D t t.') tt .y4rc,,'J

ds'- I 
I

4 ne,, Js

It/ _Ll .stlll'-'''l

ds" (7 8)
p (r')

This is a Taylor's series expansion
taking the limit (7.7) becomes:

(.1 e)

in three dirnensions. ln this way the potential upon

'1, - ,'+;il
)r - r' + n d-r. Considering the general expression r+clt ,

1ur
- (l- . +.....)rr'
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The simple geometrical interpretation of equation (7.10) is revealed by noting that:

Where dQ is the element of solid angle subtended at the observation point by the
element ds', as indicated in Figure 7.4.

n.Y'(-llds' : - cos d ds' 
= - df)

l, - ,'l' l, - ,'l'

df) has a positive sign if 0 is an acute
tlre "inner" side of the dipole layer. The

q)(/.)- -.LID1r.',1da
4 Ii t,, '.s

(7.1 1)

angle, i.e., when the observation point views
potential can be written as:

(1 .t 2)

For a constant surface-dipole-moment density (our assumption for the retinal layer)
D, the potential is just the product of the moment and the solid angle subtended at the
observation point by the surface, regardless of its shape.

There is a discontinuity in potential in crossing a double layer. This can be seen by
letting the observation point come infinitesimally close to the double layer. The
double layer is now imagined to consist of two parts, one being a small disc directly
under the observation point. The disc is sufficiently small, that it is sensibly flat and
has constant surface-dipole-moment density D. Evidently the total potential can be
obtained by linear superposition of the potential of the disc and that of the remainder.

From equation 7 .I2 it is clear that the potential of the disc alone has a discontinuity
of 4nD in crossing from the inner to the outer side, being -2xD on the inner side and
+2nD on the outer side. The potential of the remainder alone, with its hole where the
disc fits in, is continuous across the plane of the hole. Consequently, the total
potential jump in crossing the surface is:

@r- @, :4nD (7.1 3)
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FIGURE 7.4 The potential at p due to the
just the negative product of D and the solid

dipole layer D on the area element ds' is
angle element df) subtended by ds'at P.

/// ,'/ ,. r'
/ ., - ?

t'j

This result is analogous to (7.5) for the discontinuity of electric field in crossing a
surface-charge density. Equation (7.13) can be interpreted "physical" as a potential
drop occurring "inside" the dipole layer, and can be calculated as the product of the
field between the two layers of surface charge times the separation before the limit is
taken.

7.4 Poisson and the Laplace equations

Since electric charge is the source of electric field, the electric field at any point in
space can be mathematically related to the charges present. The simplest example is
that of an isolated point charge. For multiple point charges, a vector sum of point
charge fields is required. If we envision a continuous distribution of charge, then
things are more complex mathematically.

One approach to continuous charge distributions is to define electric flux and make
use of Gauss' law to relate the electric field at a surface to the total charge enclosed
within the surface. This involves integration of the flux over the surface.

Another approach is to relate derivatives of the electric field to the charge density.
This approach can be considered to arise from one of Maxwell's equitions and
involves the vector calculus operation called the divergence. The divergence of the
electric field at a point in space is equal to the charge density divided by the
permittivity of space.
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V.E : I'
to

Where, E : electlic field, p: charge density and en: perrnittivity.

In a charge-free region of space where p : 0, then it can be written:

V.E =0

While these relationships could be used to calculate the electric field produced by a
given charge distribution, the fact that E is a vector quantity increases the complexity
of that calculation. It is often more practical to convert this relationship into one
which relates the scalar electric potential to the charge density. This gives Poisson's
equation and Laplace's equation.

Laplace's equation is a partial differential equation named after its discoverer Pierre-
Simon Laplace. The solutions of Laplace's equation which is important in many other
fields of science, especially in the fields of electromagnetism, will be used to solve
the potential distributions in the constructed eccentric spherical model. The equation
describes the behavior of electric potentials in surrounding medium.

In three dimensions, the problem is to find twice-differentiable real-valued functions
O of real variables x, y, and z such that:

1l',
r: '(D a'O A' Q

!-

^ ) ' ^ ) T 
--t-- 

u
r,l.r'- d r'- o:-

This is often written as:

v2 a -o or div grad (D = 0

Where div is the divergence and grad is the gradient.

If the right-hand side is specified as a given function .f(x, y, z), then the equation is
called Poisson's equation. Laplace's equation and Poisson's equation are the simplest
examples of elliptic partial differential equations.

The behavior of an
defined in this study

Y.E=4ttp and

The latter equation
function, the scalar

electrostatic field in the case o1' eccentric
can be described by the following differential

VxE:0

being equivalent to the staterlent that Il is the
potential <lr:

spherical problem
equations:

(7.r4)

gradient of a scalar
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E=-V(D (7.1s)

Equations 7.14 and 7. t5 can be combined into one partial <lift-erentral eqr.ration:

V2o=-4op 0.16)

Equation (7.16) is called Poisson equation. It is applied for the regions where there
exists a charge density p. In regions of space where there is no charge <iensity, the
scalar potential satisfies the Laplace equation, which will be employecl to solve the
electric potential in the regions outside the source.
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8 CONSTRUCTION OF ECCENTRIC
SPHERICAL MODEL

Besides measuring, another way to investigate the function of living organisms is to
construct a simple model that imitates the operation of the organ under consideration
with reasonable accuracy. In order to investigate the fields and electric potentials
generated by bioelectric sources in volume conductors, geometrical models which are

geometrically a simplified shape of biological counterpart could be used. The

constructed model should be much simpler to give the advantage of easy analyses of
the bioelectric behavior of the tissues they represent. After construction of the
geometrical model, mathematical solutions can be applied to solve for the electric or
magnetic field distribution as well as electric potential distribution.

As it is the case for most of the physiological systems, the geometry of the eye and
the volume conductor in which the eye is situated is also very complex. That is why it
is very useful to consider models, which are simple and yet realistic enough to allow a

solution for the electric potential distribution and systematic study of the effects of
various factors on the surface potentials around the eye. The more the model becomes
realistic, the complexity of the associated mathematical formulations increases

accordingly. More complex models cause theoretical limitations to the solutions of
the problem. That is why only portions of the eye inhomogeneties and surrounding
tissues will be included in the model. However all the major eye compartments will
be included in the model to study their integrated effect on the potentials inside and
outside eye-head region.

Following is the detailed theoretical presentation of source-field eccentric spherical
geometrical modeling of the eye and head. Description of the rnodel including the

bioelectric source and conductors in the eye and surrounding tissues will be
introduced. The equations describing the electric field of the double layer source in
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the volume conductor are derived. The electric properties of the tissues in the human
head, which are used in the modeling as a volume conductor, are then characterized..

8.1 Model description

The spherical head model is widely used for estimating sources of the electrical brainactivity which generate magnetoencephalograpihic signals (MEG) and
electroencephalographic signals (EEG) urd elJctrocardiographic (ECG) signals
[Johnston 1997, oster et al. 1997, Cuffin et al. 1977). Besidei simulation studieJ, the
spherical head model accuracy is also tested experimentally using realistic phan[oms
of the head, or implan_ted dipoles in epileptic patients undergoing pre-surgical intra-
cerebral recordings. The spherical model in general has pro,ien to b" un ippropriate
model to study the electric and magnetic fields in the head region.

There are three major parameters involved in the synthesis of the EOG potentials, the
steady electric potential difference across the retina and pigment epithelium, the
passive volume-conductor in which the eye is situated, ,rd th" movlments oi the
eyes. In addition to the electrical characteristics, the geometry is another important
facto-r in determining the current flow in the volume conductor. As far as the auihor of
the thesis knows, no eccentric spherical models have been reported which were used
to study potential distribution generated by corneo-retinal DC potential.

Among the geometrical shapes sphere is the closest to anatomical shape of the eye
and head. For the case of the eye and head, the spherical geometry, unlike tire
modeling in ECG studies, is not a great idealization foi obtaining u, unilyti" solution
to the problem. In the following an eccentric spherical model is proposed, to solve theforward problem for an idealized sphericai model. The modei consists of two
eccentric systems of _concentric spheres, which contain the important eyeball
compartments' The model is shown in Figure 8.1. Based on geometry of tn" ecclntric
spherical model shown in Figure 8.1, the analytic solutioi will be derived in the
following section' The analytical solution was found in the form of a double series
exp-ansion in Legendre polynomials. The boundary conditions at the boundary of
different layers are used to solve for the unknown coefficients.

In the model all the volumes involving a non homogeneous isotropic spherical
conductor is divided into four sub regions each having ils own specific conductivity
or...6+ (Table 8.1).
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TABLE 8.1 Normalized values of volume
Division of oi by 57 gives conductivity in
l e80).

conductor parameters of the model.

[Sicm] (Doslak, Plonsey, and Thomas,

Parameter Structure Value in model Dimension
IS/cml

o Aqueous & Vitreous t.0 51

Or Sclera 0.01 57

O.t Extra-ocular (head) 0.05 57

Or Lens (same as vitreous) 1.0 57

62 Cornea (same as vitreous) 1.0 51

6e Air 0.0 57

There are three interfaces, which separate four compartments. They are separated by
spherical surfaces Sr, Sz, and 53. It is at each of these interfaces that the potential and
the normal components of the current density must be continuous. The
inhomogeneties considered in the model are identified as follows:

1) Since the conductivity of the aqueous humor and the vitreous body are close to
each other [Doslak and Plonsey 1980], they are considered as a single volume with
radii R1 and conductivity o1.

2) The double layer radius, Rq will be given slightly larger value than R1 (in order of
micrometers) to avoid the complexities in the boundary conditions.

3) The sclera and the cornea are modeled with radii R2, and conductivity o2.

4) The structures outside of the eyeball with radii R3 and conductivity o3 are lumped
together as one effective conductivity. It represents the head tissues surrounding the
eye. This allows the model to be soluble within reasonable constraints of analytical
techniques

5) The regions outside the defined compartments, the air in front of the eye and the
head are considered to have conductivity of vacuum, zero conductivity. Although the
value of this conductivity is assumed to be zero, but it can be given any value in the

model. This region is assumed to extend to infinity with conductivity oa. Any point
around the eye is described in the standard spherical coordinates (R1, 0, Q), which is
shown in Figure 8.1.
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FIGURE 8.1 The inhomogeneous spherical conductor is divided into four sub regions
each having own specific conductivity. Ss denotes the surface of sub regions.Zero
angle starts from -z direction in clockwise direction. 180" is the angle in +Z
direction, i.e. the coordinate passing through the middle of the eye.

The corresponding volumes and dimensions of the eye and extra-ocular region in the
model are given proper values to represent an average eye and head size. The center
of the head is O and it is taken as the origin of the XYZ-coordinates and the spherical
coordinates system. The eye on the other hand is modeled by smaller two innermost
concentric spheres whose center is denoted by o'. The (Z) polar axis passes through
O', the eye center, which is located at a distance d from the head-center as shownln
Figure 8.2.
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FIGURE 8.2 Origin of the XYZ-coordinates is at the center of the main conducting
medium (head). The polar axis is taken through the origin of the spherical coordinates
(Rz, 0, O). Ro is the radius of the boundary of the double layer and 06 is its angle of
opening.

Separating four compartments, there are three nonintersecting spherical interfaces of
radii R1 ... R3 (Figure 8.1). The radii of these interfaces could be varied to give
realistic compartmental volumes for different head shapes. The field source is a

uniform double-layer electromotive spherical surface with a constant surface charge
density. The radius of a given boundary is denoted by r, with a boundary center at the
space point Q(r, 0, O) in the spherical coordinates with reference to eye-center.

8.2 Assumptions and simplifications

Physiological modeling is usually accompanied by some assumptions and also some
simplifications to reduce the complexities of the system and make the analytical
solution possible. However the crucial parts of the modeling such as electric source
have to follow as closely as possible the morphology of the physiological organ.
Otherwise the electric distribution caused by the corresponding source will diverge
from the measured signal significantly.

o

Hegion 3: Extraocular
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8.2.1 Assumptions

Studies on biological tissues show that terms concerning permittivity and
permeability in the governing equation of the bioelectricity over the EEG and ECG,
and EOG range of frequency can be neglected. This is called quasi-static formulation
[Plonsey 1969]. Accordingly, the head can be considered as a volume conductor
having only the factor of conductivity and the governing equation formally becomes
the same as that which is obtained under the static condition. Propagation and
inductive effects in the volume conductor are considered to be negligible for the
frequencies less than few hundred Hz [Plonsey 1969, Gulrajani 1998].

The volume conductor problem of the head and ocular system has three important
issues to be considered. Besides quasi-static approach, which means that currents and
potentials throughout the body are instantaneously related to sources in the eye
another issue is the linearity. This means that the potential arising from several
sources is equal to the sum of the potentials contributed by each of the sources acting
alone. The capacitive component of the electric impedance of body tissues is
negligible, which means that the tissues are mostly resistive. For example
experimental verification of the resistive and linear nature of the volume conductor
was obtained by comparing the voltage pulse response observed at the skin with the
current pulse delivered to the heart by an artificial pacemaker [Briller et al. 19661.

The first determinant of the surface EOG recorded signals around the eye is the
related electrical source (active region). The steady electric potential difference
across the retina and pigment epithelium will be referred to as the bioelectric source
of those EOG signals. The equivalent source for the surface DC potentials around the
eye can be described as a double layer surface. Because the geometrical shape of the
eye is quite close to sphere, and for computational convenience in the analytic
method, the boundary of the double layer is taken to be of circular form witi a
spherical shape. Positive poles of the double-layer are directed radially outward from
the eye center (Figure 8.1).

The retina is depicted as a bioelectric source consisting of an axially symmetric
double layer (Figures 8.1, 8.2), covering a hemisphere and having a spatially constant
strength. The double layer representation is used by many investigators before
[Rodieck and Ford 1969; Arden and Brown 1965; TomitalgT2l.In their models they
used radially oriented source-sink or dipole layer retinal activity. Although the results
of some of these studies show a radially distributed source-sink configuration in the
retina, an idealized dipole layer approximation was used in their the model.

The results of the modeling depend substantially on the assumed density of the retinal
double layer and the value used for the angular extent of the double layer (i.e.
opening angle). The value used for the opening angle of the double layer is based on
morphology of the ocular system and on the dimensions of the pigment epithelium
and retina (Figures 2.1 & 8.2). Two values were assigned for the total opening angle,
130 and 200 degrees in order to show the significant effect ofthe value assigned for
opening angle. The strength of the double layer D, i.e. corneo-retinal potential is and
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assumed to be lmV [Marg 195 l, Malmivuo and Plonsey 1995, du Bois-Raymond
1848]. Since the human retina is quite thin compared to the radius of the eye, the
thickness of the double layer source is assumed to be very small compared with other
dimensions of interest. Negative poles of the double-layer are directed radially
outward from eye center O', as shown in Figure 8.2. The double layer possesses the
mathematical properties of continuity of normal current and discontinuity of
potent ials.

In head modeling, the head can be considered to be composed of many spherical
layers representing different layers such as skull, skin and other parts of the brain.
However in all cases, the eye is surrounded by a highly resistive medium with little or
no outward flow of current through the scleral coat (Figures 3.1 & 4.2). This is why
in our model extra-ocular region including the entire head region is assigned with the
conductivity of bone.

8.2.2 Simplifications

A factor having a direct effect on the recorded surface DC potentials is the volume-
conductor. It is considered to be non-uniform and to consist of several compartments
ofdifferent conductivity. and also considered to be a passive region (Figures 8.1 &
8.2). Each region of the passive conducting medium is assurned to be linear, isotropic
and homogeneous, however the whole volume conductor is viewed as inhomogeneous.
The region 4 is assurned to extend to infinity.

The model is assumed to possess axial symmetry along X axis (Figure 8.1). This
assumption u,ill simplify the analytical solution. This reduces the number of variables
fror.n three (r, e, 0) to two (r, e).

The eye is an approximately spherical conducting rredium with a layered, sheet like
bioelectric source at one pole on the topic axis. At the corneal pole of the eye, the
boundary is essentially with air, whereas for the remainder of the eye, the boundary
medium adjacent to the sclera is assurned to be bone medium. The saline-filled lens is
in contact with the fluid medium bathing the outer surfaces of the cornea and can
therefbre be considered a pole of the spherical eye.

8.3 Opening angle and size of the double layer

As mentioned earlier the dimension of the retinal double layer has the largest eff-ect
on the potential distribution generated by the retinal source. What lve mean by
opening angle and the size of double layer? In Figure 5.2 the definition of a solid
an-ule f) is shown. In our model the solid angle is the opening angle of the sphere
representing the eye (Figures 8.1 & 8.2). The remaining part of the sphere is then the
size of the double layer. It is not possible to exactly define the extension of the retinal
layer, however the dimension of the retina is roughly about 230 degrees (Figure 2.1).
The distributions of photoreceptor cell's is showrr in Figure 8.3. As it is seen fl'om the
Figure 8.3, the total spatial extension of rods on the retina is .--160 degrees. However
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the retinal double layer extends further to about 230 degrees (Figure 2.1). Therefore
morphologically the remaining realistic angle for the retina would be 230 degrees, i.e.
the total opening angle of the sphere representing the eye where the retinal double
layer source resides would be 130 degrees.
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FIGURE 8.3 Graph which shows the distribution densities of photoreceptors along
the horizontal meridian. Notice that the fovea is about few degries to the left of the
optical axis [Osterberg, 1935].
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9 ANALYTICAL . MATHEMATICAL
S OL U TION

Mathematical methods can be used as a reliable tool to examine the electric and the
magnetic fields in physiological systems if the constructed model is simple and also
mathematically possible to solve. Besides being simple the model should also be
based on reasonable assumptions that do not deviate too much from their biological
origin. The proposed eccentric spherical model for the eye and the head is
geometrically simple and resembles the anatomy of the head and eye quite well.
Analytical methods have some undisputable advantages over numerical methods. In
analytical method compared to the numerical method in spherical models it is easy to
include as many layers as desired in the model with a little effort. The analytical
method also makes it possible to manipulate the geometrical parameters to introduce
or eliminate any of the compartments and to vary the thickness of any of the layers
easily. For the case of numerical method, it would require a new discretization
procedure and careful convergence tests whenever geometrical variations are
introduced in the model.

So far we have developed an eccentric spherical model for the eye and head such that
an analytical solution would be possible. Based on this model the scalar potential
field will be solved analytically. Using the series expansion in Legendre polynomials
basic equations for the electric potentials, which describe the potential in different
regions of the volume conductor, will be derived. In order to make the derivation of
equations much simpler the geometry of the problem will be considered as being
axially symmetric.
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9.1 Analytic solution

To solve an electrostatic problem usually implies determining the electrostatic
potential <D at all points. Then the electric field intensity and all other quantities of
interest can be determined easily. There are several typical types of problems
concerned with known initial quantities, in which the distributions of free and
possible polarization charges at all points are known in advance. The procedure for
finding the potential in these cases are almost straightforward, but unfortunately few
practical problems are of this type. Some types of problems encountered in practice
are such that the potential of all conducting bodies are known. In this case the
solution reduces to determining the particular solution of Laplace's equation, which
satisfies the some boundary conditions. Except in some very simple cases solutions of
these, known as boundary value problems, are usually rather intricate mathematically.

In some other cases the general form of Laplace's equation, a partial differential
equation reduces to an ordinary differential equation, but unfortunaiely such cases are
few in number. In the majority of problems, as it the case in our modei, it is necessary
to find a solution to the general form of Laplace's equation, subject to the boundary
conditions. From mathematical point of view this is a very difficult class of problems.
Certain problems can be solved by using a special technique, known as the method of
separation of variables. According to this method, the potential function <D(r) is
assumed to be in the form of product of functions of one of (in general case) three
coordinates. It can be shown that, in eleven coordinate systems, this yields three
ordinary differential equations instead of Laplace's partial differential equation.
Solutions to most of these equations are known. We have to combine these solutions
so as to satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem at hand. If we succeed in
finding the solution, by virtue of the uniqueness theorem, the solution obtained in this
way is the right one. The separation of variables in Laplace's equation may be
performed easily in rectangular, cylindrical, and spherical coordinate systems. tn ttre
other eight coordinate systems, the mathematics involved is more difiicult, but the
ideas underlying the method are the same.

For each region of different conductivity where the volume charge density is zero,
and recognizing the axial symmetry, the general solution for Laplace's equation in
spherical coordinates (r,0,0) as a series ofspherical harmonics can be written as:

:+,,'rD)+-] -+15;11Biey r ,--l--5-+d+, - 0| (,r- r- ynA ('o OU r. Sin. d ?e. ed.
(e l)

9.1.1 Deriving general expressions for the potential field distribution

The potential at any point in a uniform medium of infinite extent due to a double
layer distribution on a surface is given by (7.10), where D(r') is the strength of the
double layer, n is the unit normal to the surface s, r'is a source point, and iis a field
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point. The operatorV'operates on sonrce coordinates only. For problerr.rs possessing

axial symmetry, as is the case for our model, the expression 1 can be written as

l',''l
series expansion in Legenclre polynomials fJackson, 1962):

1 t ,.i

.= = I *T P; (cos or) Pi (cosd) (e 2)
l/'- /', 1 I=01(l

for r< R,

and,

I +Ri D| - /_ - ,, (cos 0,1 Pi (cos 0 )

l,' - ,. 1 i-u r"

for r> R,

(e.3)

(e.4)

Where Rr; the radius of the first compartment has slightly (l nm) smaller radius than
Ro (source radius) and Pi is the Legendre polynomial of degree i. Note that, since R o

has almost the same value as R1, for simplicity instead of Ro the radius of the first
compartment will be used. Legendre polynomial of degree i can be calculated by
Rodrigue's formula as;

1 tli4(.r)= j -,tr'' l)'t 2t il d.r''

Difl'erentiating expressions (9.2 and 9.3) with respect to r./R,, (source raclir.rs),

v t,l.1.,, = f -(i r l\ ' ,P1cos d,t P(cos 0)-! (e.5)
l,-,1 a R R

for i' < R,

and,

v'(-_-!,t.,,=L,ry"'rP,{cos 0,t P,(cosd, t9.6)
1,. ,.I -1,, r.'''

for r> R,
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Substitr"rting equations 9.5 and 9.6 into equation 7.10, and taking advantage of
azit'uttthal syml.Iletry, the field can be exalnined without the effects of variable <D. tf
we proceecl, tbr a Lrnilbnn double layer of strength D can be written:

et lr,0) = o l,':" i -,, + t)+x p, (cos 0,) p,(cos d)
ro Ri -

x2r Rl sin d,,1d, - +- l,',,'" ro R,2 sir-r0,d0 (g.7)
RI- Jr)

for r< R,

and,

@ (r,o) = D fo i 0l # " 
P, (cos o,) Pi(cos d)

i=0r
x2r Rl sin0, d0, (e.8)

tbr r> R,

Equations 9.1 and 9.8 can be n-rade sirnpler by defining y. : cosO., y- cos0, ancl y,,:
cos0o It lbllows that sin0. d0,: - dy.. Substituting these in 9.7 and 9.8 gives;

o = -2rDZ_e+lrrf) , p,(yt Ie,g,1 Ay,
i tt ,.1 

to

x2rDl',ty. t9.9.yJt rt

for r< R,

and,

I

o = 2nD I tir 1) i*t p,O) I p,(y,) ttr, (9.t0)
i I ' .u

for r>R,

Observing that [Smythe 1968]:
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Irin'anap,]
[;1; + ty]

where dPi is the derivative of P1 and sinOe : a/Rs. The potential every where in an
infinite homogenous medium after modifying the equations for regions r<R6 may be
written as follows:

l

I Pi (r s) ,l y, =
To

Rn is the radius of the soulce. The reason for choosing other value than R1 is to
rentove the difficulty in calculating the boundary equations. Re will be given slightly
Iarger value than R1.

For regions r>R1y:

o =( 2n_q,2D )I ltlt,, dp,(yt pi(/l- 2nD(t-lolR; A, i 1{r

for r'< R,

@ = ( 
zn 

'tl.o ,i1?o' ,1''

for r>R,

The potential jump, i.e. cliscontinnity across the double layer is;

rD.,,, (r.. f/) rD, {r'. 0l l, n, , 'n:','' ,I ,lll,',R,i i, i1i t l\
x clP, (yn) P, (.y) + 2n D (1- yo)

(e.1 1)

1

,'.I
p

llio y,-rx clp, (/ol p, (y I
r

(e.r2)

(e.1 3)

9.1.2 Potential distribution at different compartments of the model

All the variables in the "eye" coordinate system will be primed (r',0'), while
unprimed variables (r, 0) will be used in the head coordinate system. Having in mind
the form of equations (9.11) and (9.12), and recognizing the general solution to
Laplace's equation in spherical coordinates [Jackson, 1962], we can write general
expressions for the potential in each of the regions of the spherical model which
permit matching boundary conditions. The potential in region (1) is given by:
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tD,{r. ot = ,4*2lI' R,i it
-2nD(l-yo)

for r'< R,

o,n(r. o) = -rza?rf,- Ro i-r
x clP; (/,,) p,(y')

for R, ( ,'( R:

,'( )'tlP,ty I
R

r'(-)'+
R.,

I
Ai;

I

For the small region between the radius of the first compartment and the radius of the
retinal double layer the equation has to be written in such.a form that the boundary
conditions could be applied. A linear combination of equations (9.11) and (g.li)
gives rise to:

x clpl (T,, ) p i(y 
,)

lor R,, ( /''( R,

In regions outside the eye rneasured
becornes:

(e r4)

(e.r5)

(e.16)

from the eye coordinate system, the equation

<D.,1t.^01 =- t2"n:D ); Is, L rlr,*c, I

-' Rj 7 L'i R,,' -'irl
x d P, (/ 

") 
pi(y') - 2r D (1 - yo)

for R, ( f '( R,,

For the regions between the double layer and the raclius of the second compartment,
which models the sclera regior.r, tl're ecluation can be written in the fbrrl:

.D..,(r. e \ =- r2n't-'D rt Ir I ta')i +D, ' ,4.,,,-]- R; 7l'iR,, 'i*l r'' l

R.l(-+)'- 
I

t"]

F,*,*,,.'l[o!
LI

(e.fi)

In the above equations, P1 is the Legendre polynomial of degree i, dP1 is its derivative,
Ai, Bi, ci, Di, Ei, Fi, and G i, a;te undetermined coefficients to be solved for. In
order to be able to apply the boundary conditions at the head-air interface (r:R3), we
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must translate the origin frorn the "eye-center" to the " head-center". The following
equations (A and B) [Morse and Feshbach 1953] shift the origin of the Legendre
polynorrials frol.n O' to O;

r'r{(coso')=,t'p,:*# r}r'a(cosd) (A)

and.

r." pi(cosd') =-l-i ., '' ..t41''p,(cosd) (Bt
,l "'?, i !(r-rl! r'

Where d is the distance of the eye-center frorn the head-cer.rter (Fig. 9.2). Using these
expressions, (D: can be written in the regions inside the head and outside the eye as a

fr-rnction of the variables of tlre head center as:

rD.{r.. ot = - 2tr.o: D> I o rn':''!r,!"'t rl?,1 '' i+l 
I

I .a .sl d,( 
- 

)) _(-)'-rl,tcosd)
tl ''' i-,i!(s I)l r

, F,'lP'(,/:'\ (tr )',.; I r rr'-'r r]-t'p t.o.Bll (9.r8)' iR,','- -, 1.'l(1-s)! d l

forRr<r<R:

By exchanging the order of the summation, we get the lollowing equation for the
regions outside the eye but measured with respect to the head coordinate system:

q),t t.. o t = - 21r,,' Df 
[,+," 

o,,,L:fl), #]
,[( .. '' . ,+tlr'-lIo,'l:',r;'(/),(;l)' :!: /,,(cosd)
['it1.s-il! 'd')" iR',' s!(i-s)!
, t tnr^, t 

-l

*I le,Yllrir-rr/l le le)7 I iR,""' 
I

forRr<r<Rr
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Equation 9.19 is in the tbrm ol a double summation. It is again a series expansion in
Legendre polynornials, br.rt this time each coefficient is itself a summation. By using
the transtbrmatiou, the eccentricity value d is introduced into the expression of
potential distribution in the region of consideration.

In the eye region where the coorclinate center is O', the potential does not depend on
d, however their dependency is introduced via the unknor.vn expansion coefficients (F;
,G;)' So the coelficients to be calculated rvill carry the infonnation related to c1

through the detenninatior.r of those coefficients using the bounclary conclitions. But the
potential at tlre regions outside tl.re eye and inside the head, as u,ell as the poteltials
outside the head will depend on d.

Equation 9.19 rvill be rvritten in the following fbrm in order to simplify the n-ratrix
solution of the ecluations:

O. (r, 0) = (2t q2 D>, H,p, (cos d)

+ (2n u'D);
l-t

fbr R, <r<R,

(e.20)

where,

H,-to,Rt 
tPr(/) 

l, '' -rJ_-t,"t t*l ,lt l ll(i _ t)'.'',1 '

,iu,P''f .l .,lt(-r)1 I--ll-
?, tR' - ' it\t -i)l

9.2 Boundary conditions

In general, boundary conditions are specified for the solution to a set of differential
equations. Boundary cor-rclitions are imposed on the solutions of orclinary ancl partial
diff'erential ecluations to fit the solLrtions to the actual problem. In the problerni nrost
freqr.rently considerecl, only one of the infinitely nrany solutions of the differential
equation satisfles tlte bounclary conclitions.

There are rnany kinds of possible condition, clepending on the lbrrnulation of the
problem, nutlber ol variables involved, and crucially the mathematical nature of the
equation. Conditions in problems with a physiological science origin usually rnatch
what is expected to determine a unique, well-definecl physical situation.

G ,'lP(!!l ((/ )1(- l)/' 1R,",*'
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The constructed eccentric spherical model describes a conducting region consisting of
four sub regions, each with constant conductivity of different value. In general, any
inhomogeneous region can be subdivided and approximated in this way. Because the
conductivity of aqueous humor and vitreous body is quite close to each other, they
can be considered as one region. Since there is very little effect assuming the lens as a

part of the vitreous body [Doslak and Plonsey 1980] the lens and vitreous will be
assumed as a single compartment. The sclera and cornea will also be considered as

one region, because of their similar conductivities. Based on these assumptions the
eye can be considered as made up of two main regions, and each region could be
treated as approximately of constant conductivity. The presence of these
discontinuities in conductivity must, obviously, be taken into account in evaluating
the field from a primary trans-retinal DC source.

At all passive interfaces between regions of different conductivity the normal
component of the current density is continuous and the continuity of potential is also
required. Since the discontinuity is an intrinsic property of a double layer,
independent of medium, the discontinuity across the double layer source in the model
is equal to the discontinuity it would have, if placed in an infinite homogenous
medium. For this double layer source, the normal component of current density is
continuous, but the potential as described is discontinuous across it by a value, equal
to the double layer strength expressed in volts. This means that Ohm's law must be
satisfied at this boundary as well.

A consequence of discontinuities in conductivity is the imposition of boundary
conditions. The normal component of current density must be continuous from
regions I to 2 to satisfy the requirement of conservation of charge. Also, since the
tangential electrical field must be continuous from region I to 2, the potential must
also be continuous [Plonsey and Heppner 1967].

By noticing that, the term "boundary conditions" refers to relations between normal
and tangential components of the field vectors of the two sides of an interface
between two different media and based on above discussion, the following boundary
conditions are to be satisfied for our eccentric spherical model.

In the following sections using the boundary conditions, a total of seven equations
will be formed to solve for seven unknown coefficients.

9.2.1 Boundary values at double layer

The two equations will be derived by using the boundary condition for the retinal
double layer. Remembering that at the source, the normal component of current
density is continuous, but the potential is discontinuous by a value equal to the dc
potential strength expressed in volts, so at the double layer discontinuity of the
potential is:
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l, 2o - ,D 2i =.D,, - O I l, ,=o,

2ro2D p I zi*l ; :

= , rf,,I, 
L#+ Pi'( ),,,'ti Pi't y'f 

)+ 
zo D1t -yot

2rrt2D r t
=, U#,,!, 

L, 
E i 

+Bi ) I * (Di *c 
i ) * lr1, o,, ) r 1o ) + 2 r D (t - r o)

= [ru,*n,)l* 
(Di+c,*] = t##]

The discontinuity of potential across the double layer in an inlinite homogenous
rnedium is given by ecluation 9.13. Despite the cliscontinuity of poteltial across the
double layer the normal derivative of the potential is continuous:

ItD , r'(D r, I

Cr'' it ' l' R'

= tUi?lZ [(p,-o,+B,-c ,yp,,(r,,)piU,)]= oR,i 7u'

(i)

+ [tE;-Di*Bi-ci)]: o

9.2.2Boundary values at the surface of the first sphere

(II)

Next equations can be written, using equations 9.14, g.t5 and boundary values at the
surface of the surface of the vitreous body, where r, : R1. At this boundary the
potential is continuous as well as the normal component of current:
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q)r = or, 
1,,=^,

=; Io :,+l - ",f ,*,'
,",,t r 1p,,(/ n) p, (y ,)

= [ro,-u,)f 
rflr'- c, rfi'.'l=o

I:C-
'i+l

2rrrlD +
=-(--)) R,i 7t

2rrt:D -=-(___))R,, 7,

(rrr)

In order to apply the boundary condition for the continuity of nortnal conrponent of
current (partial derivative of tD1 tirnes the conductivity of region one has to be equal
to the partial derivatit,e of Ct21 times the conductivily of region between region one
and double layer') eqr-ration for the norrlal component of current has to be calculatecl.
This region will be chosen to be extremely thin, so that it has the actual dirnension as

the retina, rvhich has the satne radius as R1. Therefore:

r'O, lO ,,
", #=',i,'' l,-n,

I

,'- 1

Iu, 
.,,?,',. 

]

1o,,$, ' 'lP,'(y,,t P,(y'\
R.,

tu, (+)'-'l * c, tf)'.' lP,' (y,,) P, (.y')

= o,A; = oz (IV )

9.2.3 Boundary values at the surface of the second sphere

Assuming a resistive membrane for the sclera, whose radius is R2, (i.e. the surface of
the eyeball) fifth and sixth equations will be formed. At this boundary, the continuity
of normal component of current (partial derivative of (D2o times the conductivity of
region between double layer and extra-ocular region has to be equal to the partial
derivative of O3 times the conductivity of extra-ocular region) has to be satisfied.
Since we have assumed a resistive membrane for the sclera, Ohm's law should be
satisfied at this boundary as well. Therefore we have the following boundary
conditions at (r': R2) for continuity of normal component of current:
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(1(D- lrD, rot 6f=o.,- l,,nr-J,,

= ('.4+2 rf re,r ll,-,+* o,r1r,, -#r,fp,, (y"\ p, ty)R,i A-' Rn R,, I

=,t ffIrl rc , o, ';+ n,rlr, , 
#rfpi,(),o1 

p,ty\

r e ,rlr' 'o, - D,,*l'-to, = c,rll' 'o, - F,tll' to-.
' Ru R) - 'R, ,'R,

= [r "i-(D,-F, 
,a,t,,, 

]- 
o (v)

Applying ohms law, next boundary condition betrveen inner of the third ancl outer of
the second colnpartrrent, sixth ecluation rvill be derived:

oj - o 2,t = 62p,n Tfl,,=r,

-,)n't: 
ttt lf itG,-E,,1,*,'*l *l(Fi-D, l.!r4,.y,, lp,, (y,,1 pi (y lR,, A, i R,, R,,', " r ''irt'r,',

=,+rf tr,f, ' +-r,4., "*,r,(y"tp,(yt

= [ro, 
E,)f ,fr,'+ (F,-D,,lr]l'.'l

=',?ln,(F)' '- D,,t,'.' 
l

(V I)

9.2.4Botndary condition at the surface of the outermost sphere

The last equation, seventh, will be formed using the boundary condition for the
surface of the head. The surface of the head is represented by the outermost sphere
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where r: R-r. Since the conductivity of the air is assumed to be zero, the potential
given by eqnation 9.20 should fulfill the fbllowing bounclary condition:

aO. r

^- : o l,=n,al'rJ

For partial derivative of iD3 to be equal to zero ?Hql?r and )Hil)r has to be equal to
zero. It is noticed that?Hsl0r=0 (Hs is the last term in equation 9.20, where i = 0). So

?Hrl0r has to be calculated. Even though we choose the conductivity of the air to be
zero in this equation, it can be set equal to any other value. But in that case the right
side of the equation will have a different value then zero.It becomes from the fact
that resistivity is not any more infinite. The last equation with the infinite resistivity
(zero conductivity) for the air becomes as follows:

''^' 
,-( i+r)Jl-4Le

('t' l' r

c,t14!)dt\-' l,',',- -

-!_L

R,t,,tP,'(y,,1 l, ,: r,rLl,rt-l dt tll(i-l)l ''tl '

ll" /l 
=0

i !(1 1) !

(#'-',*,'.' F, P,'(r,,)

1

,0

*f/-)

(i+1)l
(/+1)!(i-l)!

r\-, tr/ I
'L\ a,

(/ - 1) !

(i - l) r(/ - i ) !
&il",*,' tG,P,'(y,,)=o v i (VID

9.3 Solution of the equations

Due to the orthogonality property of Legendre polynomials, two series expansions are
equal if and only if the coefficients are equal. The standard technique of solving the
boundary value problems is the substitution of the potential equations into the
boundary conditions, which gives us a set of algebraic equations for the coefficients.
There are six equations with six unknowns, which mean that there has to be a unique
solution if the right-hand side of the equations is not all zero. From al1 of these six
equations only the right-hand side of the first equation is different from zero. It
directly follows that there has to be a unique solution.

Seven equations are obtained in terms of the coefficients Ai, Bi, Ci, Di, E1, F1 and G 1

in a general form, which is independent of 0 but depends on i. Here i is the order of
the respective Legendre polynomial, therefore it can be calculated for each term of
the series expansion.
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For the boundary condition of the head surface (equation VII), summations over
infinite number of terms appear in front of the coefiicients F, , and G i. That is why,in matrix calculations_ the seventh equation will be defined separately to avoid
complexity of the matrix form.
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t0 ANALYTICAL AND COMPUTBR
S OL UTI ON

Vast number of problems in physics, bioelectromagnetism, bioelectromagnetics,
mechanics, and technology are modeled through linear and nonlinear partial
differential equations, i.e. equations of mathematical physics. As number of variables
in linear equations increases calculation of equations becomes more difficult
accordingly.

Computational power of computers has increased enormously in recent years. This has
made it possible to build more complex and accurate mathematical models, set of
equations and even model the head and body and other objects of interest to study
either bioelectric phenomenon in the body through simulation or solve the large
matrix of equations. Computational power of computers has increased so much that
nowadays instead of simple models even realistic head or body models constructed
using computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are used in
computational dosimetry.

10.1 Derived set of boundary value equations

Due to the orthogonality property of Legendre polynomials, two series expansions are
equal if and only if the coefficients are equal. The standard technique of solving the
boundary value problems is the substitution of the potential equations into the
boundary conditions, which gives us a set of algebraic equations for the coefficients.
There are six equations with six unknowns, which mean that there has to be a unique
solution if the right-hand side of the equations is not all zero. From all of these six
equations only the right-hand side of the first equation is different from zero. It
directly follows that there has to be a unique solution.
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Seven equations are obtained in terms of the coefficients Ai, Bi, Ci, Dt, E1, F1 and G 1

in a general form, which is independent of 0 but depends on i. Here i is the order of
the respective Legendre polynomial, therefore it can be calculated for each term of
the series expansion.

In the equation for the boundary condition of the head surface (equation VII),
summations over infinite number of terms appear in front of the coefficients F1 , and
G 1. That is why, in matrix calculations the seventh equation will be defined
separately to avoid complexity of the matrix form.

10.2 Computer solution

For computational tasks such as large set of equations, which include iterative
numbers, it is almost impossible to solve the equations without the aid of the
computer. To solve the set of equations derived in previous chapter commercial
software Mathcadl2 is used.

The units of the variables used in the model are as follows; the conductivities are in
S/cm, resistivities in Ocm2, distances and radius in cm, the dipole layer strength D, in
mV/cm2. All constants, functions and binomial coefficients that will be used in the
main functions are defined first. Then a matrix with variable entries, m(i), will be
formed. Using the standard formula for matrix solution the set of equations will be
solved. Only 15x15 value of the main matrix will be presented here. The rest of the
matrix values are presented in Appendix I. In the following the details of the
computer solution is presented.

I0.2.1 Constants, Functions and Binomial coefficients

Binomial coefficients and functions that were used in the main functions were as
follows:

B (n, i): B (n, m ): (u-rn )!rn !

The derivative of Legendre function was defined in MathCad as:

n!n!
t(r-1f
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floor(f)12
P'(x.i.y- 

- L (i-2.it(-t.)l ?

' .i=0
) 
jB (i,j)B (2 i-2j,i)xi-2i-l

The constants used in the computer solution are presented in Table l.

Tnnlo I Constants and the description of the corresponding organ used in the
compuler solution

Instead of capital letters, which were used in deriving the equations, small letters
were used in computer solution.

I0.2.2 Construction of variable matrix and analytical equations

In section 9 using boundary conditions, 7 independent equations with 7 unknown
coefficients were derived. Using those equations a 7x7 variable matrix m(i) was
constructed. The first equation (first row) includes coefficients A, B and C. The
equations in the first, second and third row, in order to decrease the number of
coefficients (hence to simplify the equation), we may use proper combination of
equations. Combination of equations I and II can be used to eliminate coefficient C
from equation IL By the same method equations III & IV can be modified to get an

Constant used in
the model

Value
&

Dimension

Description of the
Parameter in the

model

Description of the
corresponding organ

r0 l 09999 crn radius ol- the double layer Radir.rs of the surlace o1'the
Retina

rl 1.10000 cm radrus of the first
cor.ilpartment

Radius ol-the depth o1 the
Retin a

t2 1.20000 cnr radius of the second
compartment

Radius o1'the sclera

ol 0 017 S conductivitl of tlre first
corrpa rtment

vitreous body. lcns and
aqueous

62 0.00017 s conductivity of the second
co rrp artn.r e n t

sclera and cornea

o3 0.000087 s conductivity of the third
co rrpartlnelrt

cxtr:r ocular rcgion anrl heatl

6t 0.000000 s cor.rductivity of the air in
liont

Region surrounding the
heacl

d -5.79999 crr (eccentricity) thc distance between eye-
center and head-center

e0 65 degrees the opening angle of the
double laver (source)

'l lie extension ol'retina in
the eye

a sin(06) rg distancc Lletu,een the
opcning ot the doublc

layer and Z-axis

liadial distance lron.r
pignrcnl epitheliuur to tlre

optical aris of the eye
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equation in terms of B and E for the third row and in terms of only C and D for the
fourth row. Because summations over infinite number of terms appear in front of the
coefficients of the last equation, for simplicity this equation will be defined
separately. Following the 7x7 matrix sector with variable i:

,(i) =

I

ol i+ 1

62 i

0

0

0

.- , 2.it I

-i ir0i
_l

i+ l lr'li t'

2'it I--,--. 0
-l

1

0

0

1

0

I

0

0

).;, I03 ro -" '

_.i_
o 2\,'21

r r 2i+ l-i roi

ir I r2r

0

0

0

CIr
-)

o2

-1

0

r r2.i+l
/t o\

\../
i .i , 2i+l'i or'Pp'rg
ilt t 12 rrf2r

0

I

l, 
o2'PP'i

r2

0
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Following table shows the combination of equations used to derive the constants used
in the matrix for each row.

MArRrx r\,r(r) ROw NUN4BER CoNaerNerroN oF EeUATIoNS To
REDUCE NUMBER OF COEFFICIENTS

1 I
2 I&II
J III&IV
4 III&IV
5 V
6 VI
7 VII

For the interested reader it is recommended that he acquaints with the MathCad
software platform to be able to easily follow the equations and definitions used to
solve the matrix. Note that definitions and equations in MathCad platform has some
specific signs which should not be confused with previous equations. Also
coefficients A, B, C, D, E, F and G are defined with double small letters in MathCad
equations.

The complete matrix M is the matrix, which includes all the elements calculated for
all values of i. For a maximum value of i being equal to 35, matrix M becomes to be a

245x245 matrix. The complete matrix is formed by first defining the initiating values:

n:35 u:1..n r: 1 ..7 n M ,,r:0 j: | ..7 k: I ..7 i:1..n

By def-ining equation 7, whole rnatrix in the MathCad solution was fortned as:

M, (,- l) -F J.7.(i- I ) -r-k :: nr ( i);,r.

K(i,u) ,= -B(i r l,u +

,K(i,u),0).P'lle,ul

L(i,u) = (-l)u-'.B(u - l.i

Mr,,7.u,= if(u >i,L(i,Lr),0) P' iI g.u

' u+2/ a \'-' /r o \1).1- I .t- 
I\r ? / \r r /\ -/ \ '/

d u-i.i1o\'-'
- l).t-l .l-l

\r 1/ \r r /\ -/ \ "/
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L(x,i) 1

2i

flooritj
',2 i

I (-r)je(i,j) B(2 i

j:0

P:=0
1'

tr.(t-r)+3:: I tr.(t-l.y +4:= I

Calculated matrix M is a 245x245 matrix. The first 10x10 entries are as follows and
the rest could be found from appendix I.

.::1. 4; lltiliiiift*=
1 I .0,5

0 0 0 0

Z 102 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 -0 11 1 0.386 t,501 0 0

6 0 0 0 0.351 1,044 -0,385 .1 0 0

0 0 0 t.8B 1o'3 1 0 0

ii 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 "0,667

0 0 0 0 0 101 5 -2.5
0

1n
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

10.2.3 Matrix solution

Now the tnatrix is reacly to be solved. Applying stanclard forrnula, which uses the
inverse value of the rr.ratrix M, it can be solvecl. Using lollowing clefinition for rnatrix
X and valr.re D, the MathCad solution is as fbllows:

_lD:
4tt

X:NI 'P

4 5 : ::-b.r:=- I
I 0.01 0.411 -0,798 1.798 0.589 2334 0.208 0.021 0.862 1 )F

wT

Xr is the complete solution of the set of the
is given in appendix IL Using small double
letters used previously, in MathCad platform

equations. The complete solution matrix
letters for coefficients instead of capital
we have:
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uoi ': xz 
1i ly* r

bbr'= xz.1i ry*z xr.1i r1*: tldi'= xz.1i-ry*a

r'e. := X- - ll. := X- su.. :- X- -I /(l l){-\ r /.(r l)rh "-l /.(r l)+/

The expression lbr (r, rvas simplifiecl by redefining a new expression fbr H, in
MathCad as:

, r.i+t r i ,,.,It-l F.(t.,,,tq] l rr |,r=,,,' ,,,, [aeo.r {4;., ri }: }:_r 0., 
-l

H ,= lj | \- ln'. l+ l- | \- | - ,l''i-lr''-' ''' 
I

' 1.,-..J 
,,=,, l'' !:+l 

,.,I'.+1 
l:l r'i-l:'rt.] ',d,r I:I r,,,,],*l il t1.-itl_]

The poterrtial distribr-rtion on the largest circnlar slrell representing the surface of the
head can be calculated by the following lbrmula follor'vs:

15 15 tt', ro,(() =2ru'ri [, ,lr,tE,i)+ 2rr'oi gs*tl$p).,/^ (-t)'
, r 7t lR,:

The potential distribution tor the regions betrveen the double layer and the radius of
the second compartment, which models the sclera region around tl.re surface of 1he eye

where r - Rz is given by equation Oro r'vhele the equaticln represents potential

distribr-rtion for the r larger then ro:

2fla)D, " tt \i il

e,n(q): - r i.. L[ ll*rr, -Ll ll f p'(€,].i) r-(E.i)-o -' (rn)t '?, 'i(rn ) ' ill(r' ) '

The potential distribution tol the small region between the radius of the first
conlpal'tlrent and the raclius of the retinal doubie layer around the sr.rrface of the eye is
given by equation Or1 where the equation represents potential distributiorr for r larger

then ro:

I

@ r'(€):
-2xa)D

, .2(ro,

t P'(€ o )

lcci

-6 u ) l

l* bb Ll ril
l?, 'i[',, )

L(8, i)-l-2nD(l

1(
iil I,

l',, I I

0.7qq9qrq I 
]
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The potential for region I in MathCad rvas deflned as:

e,((,: 1:'i,'IZ rr,L[ ' 'l p,(€,,.i)L((.it-z,rD(r €.,-](r',,)' l?, 'i(ro ) \-r'"'-\)!' 
I
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11 METHODS USED IN STUDYING
CONDUCTIVITYAND HEAD SIZE
EFFECT ON EOG AND THE EOG
ASSYMETRY

Knowledge of the conductivity/resistivity of various tissues is very important in
studying the bioelectric phenomena. Indeed, many studies have already been
published concerning the conductivity and permittivity of tissues in different
frequency ranges. Geddes and Baker [Geddes & Beker 1967] reviewed a large number
of early studies and since then, the 'Geddes and- Baker'tabulation has been updated,
revised and expanded in a number of publications [Stuchly and Stuchly 1980, Geddes

and Baker 1989, Duck 1990, Gabriel et al 1996a). A careful comparison of these

reviews demonstrates the presence of considerable differences between resistivities
reported for the same kind of tissue. These differences reflect a lack of consensus in
the literature about the value of the tissue conductivityiresistivity. Given this lack of
consensus, our present knowledge about the resistivities of biological tissues might be

afflicted with uncertainties, possibly large. Also the reported conductivity data of the

eye region show variations of two orders of magnitude regarding the electrical
conductivity of the individual tissue layers (Lindenblatt & Silny,2001).

In general, the property of the tissue to conduct electric current is characterized by
the resistivity and permittivity. The resistivity is defined as the real part of the

complex valued impedance per unit length and per cross-sectional area. At low
frequencies, the resistivity of biological tissues is frequency dependent [Gabriel et al
l996al.

It is also known that total body water content (TBW) between different individuals,
gender and age may differ and tissues with larger TBW are more conductive (Altman
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1974). Newborn infants have larger water content than older infants and children.
This is partially because the newborn has less fat and a greater proportion of body
mass composed of the visceral organs. The Extra Cellular Fluid (ECF) compartment
comprises over half of the total body water at birth and contains a greater relative
content of extra cellular sodium and chloride. Most of this neo-natal "excess" ECF is
lost during the first l0 days of life through insensible perspiration, which can amount
fuom 5o/o to l}Yo of the infant's birth weight. Until about 2 years of age, the infant
maintains a larger ECF than the adult in terms of overall percentage of body water.
There is a very good correlation between the age changes in TBW and the
conductivity in physiological organs [Altman 1974]. Usually conductive properties of
tissues also depend on factors, such as temperature, variable chemical or structural
content and frequency [Rush et al 1963, Geddes and Baker 1967, Stuchly and Stuchly
1 9 801.

The human body could be considered as a resistive, piecewise homogeneous and
linear volume conductor. Most of the tissue is isotropic. The muscle is, however,
strongly anisotropic, and the brain tissue is anisotropic as well. Depending on
different factors such as tissue water content, age and gender the
resistivity/conductivity value of the same tissue may be different from each other.
Table I summarizes the tissue resistivity values of a number of components of the
human body. More comprehensive lists of tissue resistivities are given in [Geddes and
Baker 1967,Barber and Brown 1984, Stuchly and Stuchly 1984]. In addition, tissue
conductivity differs between the in vivo and in vitro measurements [Foster and
Schwan 19891.

As far as the author knows, the effect of tissue conductivity change and the resulting
uncertainty effect on EOG have not been investigated before. The primary goal of this
part of the study was to determine quantitatively to what extent conductivity variation
of some of the structures of ocular system and head tissues affect the electric
potential on the head (EOG signals) and eye. Also the size of the volume conductor,
i.e. the size of the head may also have an effect on the EOG signals recorded from the
surface of the head. The effect of the head size on electric potentials on the head
(EoG) and in different regions of the head and eye will be studied too.

11.1 Head and eye as volume conductor

A model of the electro-oculogram must incorporate two independent parts, the signal
generator and the load. In other words, we need to characterize the bioelectric sources
and the volume conductor in which they are immersed. Head and eye tissues are
conductors of electricity. Hence the electromotive force of corneo-retinal source gives
rise to electric fields and currents throughout the eye and head, and therefoie to
electric potentials on the skin. The relationships between the source and the currents
and field which they produce are governed by well established laws of electricity and
constitute the volume conductor effect.

In general, tissues are made up of cells. The cells are immersed in a fluid matrix
which is an electric conductor. Hence tissues can be modeled as a suspension of cells
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in a conducting medium. The cells are surrounded by membranes which are leaky
insulators. At low frequencies the membrane impedance is very high, and current
introduced extra-cellularly will remain in extra-cellular space. The low frequency for
example EOG signals, the impedance of such tissue, is therefore that of a conductor
with holes [Geselowitz, 1989]. Since the extra-cellular medium is resistive, the low-
frequency impedance of tissue is resistive too. As frequency increases, the membrane
impedance drops, and a current pathway develops across the membrane and through
the resistive interior of the cells. Hence the impedance will start to include a

significant capacitive component, and will decrease in amplitude because of the
parallel pathway. At frequencies of interest for bioelectric phenomena, which for the
most part do not possess significant frequency components beyond several thousand
hertz, the capacitive effect is generally negligible [Schwan and Kay, 1957). Therefore
studying the variation of conductivity/resistivity alone would to reasonable extent be
sufficient to find out how volume conductor of different individuals would affect the
value of EOG signals. The inclusion of skull as a separate layer should not effect the
results significantly, because the eye is surrounded by a lot of bone tissues, and the
front part of the eye (about one third of the eye) has boundaries with air. The model
where bone tissue was assigned for the extra-ocular region in the model gave accurate
results which were in good agreement with the measured EOG values.

11.2 Applied head and eye model

The eccentric spherical model representing the head and eye which proposed earlier in
this thesis was used to evaluate the electric potential fields in different parts of the
head and eye. The source field relationship was studied using classical
electromagnetic field theory, taking into consideration the electrical properties of the
active and passive regions and applicable physical laws. Each region of the passive
conducting medium was assumed to be linear, isotropic and homogenous. Laplace's
equation was utilized to study the source field relationship. The assumptions and
simplifications are based on fPlonsey and Heppner 1967, Jackson 1999). Although
each component region was considered to be homogenous, the whole volume
conductor can be considered as inhomogeneous.

The retina was modeled as a bioelectric source consisting of a symmetrical double
layer as was described in section 9.

11.3 Considered range of tissue variations

The conductivity values of tissues were increased by +10 to +100% in six steps,
+l\Yo, +20Yo, +30Yo, +50, +75o/o and +100%. The conductivity values of tissues were
also decreased by -10 to -50%o in four steps, -10o , -20oA, -30o/o, -40, -5004 (Table
11.1). In real cases the conductivity variation may not be as large as the variations
considered in this study, however in order to be able to figure out the way the
potential distribution changes if the conductivity was changed, conductivity variations
of up to +100% were considered.
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The effect of each tissue is considered separately. First the conductivity of all tissues
simultaneously were increased/decreased, by the percentages described in previous
paragraph, and then the effect on electric potential in different compartments was
studied. In the next case, the conductivity value of vitreous body alone was
increased/decreased, and the changes in electric potential of eye and head regions
were studied. In the last case, the conductivity value of extra-ocular tissues alone was
increased/decreased, and the changes in electric potential of eye and head regions
were studied. The electric potential for each changing conductivity value was
compared to the reference value, i.e. the case where the conductivity value was
unchanged.

TABLE 11.1 Considered range of tissue variations. The conductivity values are
increase or decreased in percentage ratio's compared to the unchanged conductivity
values denoted by 0%.

o1: Vitreous body

IS/cm]

o.2: Sclera

IS/cm]

03: Extra-ocular

IS/cm]

0% 0.017 544 0.00017 544 0.00008772

+ 1 0o/o 0.0192984 0.000 1 92984 0.000096492

+20% 0.0210528 0.0002 1 0528 0.0001 05264

+30% 0.0228072 0.000228072 0.0001 1 4036

+50% 0.026316 0.0002631 6 0.00013158

+7 5o/o 0.030702 0.00030702 0.00015351

+1 00% 0.035088 0.00035088 0 .00017 544

10o/o 0.0157B96 0.0001 57896 0.000078948

-20% 0.01 40352 0.000 1 40352 0.0000701 76

-30% 0.0122808 0.0001 22808 0.000061 404

-40% 0.01052 64 0.0001 05264 0.000052632

-50% 0.008772 0.00008772 0.00004386
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The changes in potential values are presented as the percentual, i.e. what percent the
potential value changes when the conductivity varies compared to the reference
potentials. For example -15% would mean that the value is decreased by 15 compared
to the reference potential of tissue conductivity or head size. Three different values of
the potential distribution curve are considered for comparison, variation of the
positive peak, negative peak and peak to peak values.

11.4 Computer solution and examined values of potential distribution

The analytic solution which was derived in the first part of the study in the form of a

double series expansion of Legendre polynomials was applied in this part of the

study. The same software (MathCad l2) was used to carry out the computations. All
computations were performed on DELL workstation, Pentium IV processor with 3.4
GHz and 4 GB of RAM memory. The average calculation time for each matrix
calculation was -12 s.

The potential distribution graph for head and eye region has three distinguishable
points, a positive peak value, a maximum negative constant voltage in the back region
of the head covering wide range and peak-peak value which is the difference between
maximum positive and maximum negative voltage. The same kind of distribution is
also observed for the inner tissues and ocular region. The comparison is made for all
three values, positive peak, negative peak and peak-peak values.

11.5 Considered range of head size variations

Head size variations from one individual to another compared to the variations of eye-
ball size are more significant, which is why in this study the size of the sphere
representing the eye is kept constant. For each head size change, the electric potential
on the head and in the eye region was calculated and compared to the potential values
of reference radius.

The radius of the largest sphere representing the head was chosen to be 7 cm, i.e.
diameter of 14 cm. The radius of the head was increased by +7, +14, +21 , +28 and
+43o/o and was also decreased by -7, -14, -21, -28 and -43oh to cover large range of
possible head sizes variations. The effect of each head size was considered separately.
First the head size was increased/decreased, by the percentages presented above, and
then the effect on electric potential in different compartments were studied. For each
case, the electric potential on the head and in the eye region was calculated. The
electric potential result for each changed radius was compared to the potential of the

unchanged radius.
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TABLE 11.2 Considered ranges of head size variations. The diameter of the largest
sphere (R3) representing the head is increased or decreased. The changed values are in
percentage ratio reference to the unchanged radius values denoted by a%.

Head radius increase in
percentaqe

Head radius R3

lcml
0Yo 7.00

+7 o/o 7.49
+14% 7.98
+21% 8.47
+2Bo/o 8.96
+43% 10.01

6.51

-140h 6.02
-21% 5.53

-28Yo 5.04

-43% 3.99

11.6 Asymmetry of EOG signals

11.6.1 Measurements

For this part of the study both the AC and DC recording of EOG signals together with
the simultaneous EOG and VOG recordings were analyzed. Three reiorded eye
movement types were considered: i) Center to left (CL), is the movement, when eye
moves from its zero optical angle to the left of the subject. ii) Center to right (C{),
the movement when eye moves from its zero optical angle to the right of the subject,
and finally, iii) Right to the left (RL) or left to the right (LR) is the movement oi the
eye, which covers half of the angle in the right hand side of the optic al zero angle and
the other half on the left side.

11.6.2 Human subject

For this part of the study the EOG and VOG results for the healthy 25 years old
female subject which was described in section 6 was used. The Eoc ana voc
settings were described in details in section 6. The subject was sitting in a chair with
the head fixed during the measurement in front of the screen marked with targets for
desired angles. Before starting the actual measurement, subject trained to perf6rm the
desired gaze directions *15o, *30oand +60o.
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1 1.6.3 Reconstruction of EOG and VOG signals

The measured results for each electrode rvere first imported into the MathCAD
software platform. Then l0 cycles of each type of the eye movement were averaged,
and finally a single signal representing the corresponding type of eye movement is

reconstructed. Both EOG and VOG signals were analyzed. More detailed procedure of
the signal analysis is explained in 6.6.

11.6.4 Post analysis

The original recorded data were ASCII (American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) format. An example of non-fi ltered imported data in ASCII format in
MathCad- l2 software platform is presented in Figure 6.10.

In order to get a representative EOG signal, the unwanted spectrum was fi ltered
according to the procedure explained in 6.6. The interval of the eye n.tovement cycles
in EOG and VOG signals were not identical. The area of interest in these signals was

the rising and descending parts of the signals. For this purpose the desired parts of
each cycle of EOG and VOG signals were averaged over l0 cycles. Then a single
cycle representing the rising and descending part of the signal was reconstructed
(Figure 6.12) ln order to be able to compare the rising part of the signal (eye rnoves
towards the electrode) to the descending part of the signal (eye moves away fiom the
electrode) the later signal was inverted and transformed to the same base line as rising
part of the signal. The inverted si-rnals are shown as dash lines, and non-inverted
signals are represented by solid lines (Figure 6. l2).
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